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We examined experiencing divine love as an indicator of affective spiritual growth in a prospective cohort of 200 patients surviving cardiac surgery. These patients previously completed two-wave preoperative interviews when standardized cardiac surgery data were also collected. The information included left ventricular ejection fraction, New York Heart Association Classification, baseline health (physical and mental), optimism, hope, religiousness, prayer coping, religious/spiritual coping, and demographics. We then measured divine love at 900 days postoperatively. Hierarchical linear regression indicated the direct effect of positive religious coping on experiences of divine love, controlling for other key variables. Postoperatively perceived spiritual support was entered at the final step as an explanatory factor, which appeared to mediate the coping effect. None of the other faith factors predicted divine love. Further research regarding divine love and spiritual support may eventually guide clinical attempts to support patients’ spiritual growth as an independently relevant outcome of cardiac surgery.

1. Introduction

Severe cardiovascular disease (CVD) is a condition that constitutes the highest mortality in the United States (US) [1]. Cardiac surgery is a life-saving operation for many with advanced heart conditions. However the risk of perioperative death is real, and it is most acute for those with heart failure or advanced age. As such, surgeons routinely inform patients of the possibility of death due to surgery-related complications. The life and death stakes in these circumstance makes an existential challenge inevitable, and survival from such experiences can pave a way to spiritual growth [2]. The present study explored experiencing divine love, as a form of personal growth or spiritual transformation, in a long-term followup of patients who survived cardiac surgery and participated in a two-wave preoperative study [2].

For decades behavioral health research has focused primarily on pathology and negative affect traits (e.g., depression, pain) as indices of recovery from life-threatening conditions. This symptom reduction refers to the concept of subjective well-being (SWB, the hedonic tradition), in contrast to that of psychological well-being (PWB, the eudaimonic tradition) in light of positive psychology that focus on the positive side of life even in adversity [3]. The latter especially involves personal growth after trauma, such as worldview alteration (e.g., meaning in life, enhanced relations). Thus, experiencing divine love after surviving cardiac surgery can be viewed as an affective form of PWB-related spiritual growth. As a potential protector for health and mental health, love is generally defined as positive affect plus absence of social isolation [4, 5]. In contrast to the love shared through relationships between human beings, divine love refers to loving God or love received from God, the Absolute or Higher Power [4, 6–8]. Post [9] has written extensively on this topic in relation to historical concepts in mainstream religions (e.g., agape, universal love, altruistic

Divine or religious love is a kind of spiritual positive affect. Evidence has linked positive affect with adaptive coping in response to crises [10, 11], which was predictive of cardiovascular recovery following anxiety-producing situations [12]. In line with the positive-affect dimension, Levin [13, 14] associated religious love with better subjective health and lower distress in a sample of 205 outpatients. No study, however, has examined divine love as a long-term PWB outcome in cardiac surgery patients. Exploring this form of growth is important in the face of such an existential challenge, given that, in general, positive psychology has endorsed a positive dimension in life [15]. More specifically, Ai and colleagues argue that the heart is a mystified meaning-laden organ in human history and is symbolically related to the sense of love in many cultural legacies, including Western traditions, in particular [16]. Van Lommel et al.’s [17] review of near death experiences in patients revived from cardiac arrest suggested spiritual transformation of most survivors. Despite a different mechanism, cardiac surgery often requires cardioplegia (temporarily stopping of the heart), during which time the patient is kept alive using a heart-lung bypass machine. Accordingly, the experience of cardiac surgery and its attendant cardioplegia may be an occasion for spiritual transformation similar to that described by survivors of cardiac arrest. Divine love may be an indicator for spiritual growth or transformation in the aftermath.

Our first research question concerned which of religious factors measured preoperatively would stand out as stronger predictors of divine love. We assessed divine love with a Religious Love subscale by Levin and Kaplan [18] which indicates experiencing God’s love and conviction of the infinite nature of such love. To be more inclusive, we instructed our respondents to “replace the term ‘God’ with the ‘Deity/Deities’ or ‘A Higher Power’ pertaining to your spiritual or religious beliefs.” However, we did acknowledge that the concept of divine love may be more predominant in those religious traditions that conceive God personally (e.g., Christianity, Judaism, or Islam) when compared to traditions with impersonal (or even secular) concepts of deity or “higher power” [19]. Love, with hope and faith, is an abiding Christian characteristic in the New Testament (I Corinthians 13:13). Given the central role of love in Christianity, experiencing divine love would likely be especially important for our mainly Christian sample (86%) [20]. We thus anticipated that certain preoperative religious factors would predict experiencing divine love.

In particular, we hypothesized that preoperative religious coping would predict experiencing divine love, above and beyond existing predictors (e.g., demographics, health and mental health-related risk, and protective factors) [20]. Out of multifaceted faith factors, one behavioral measure is particularly worth noting: Frankl [21] asserted that “meaningful actions” were essential to people confronted with severe threats. Reaching out to God (or higher powers) for help is seen as a form of “meaningful action” in the face of a life-changing event. Pargament [22] identified two styles of religious/spiritual coping. Positive spiritual coping involves positive faith-based approaches (e.g., turning toward God and searching for significance; p. 46) whereas negative spiritual coping involves faith-based struggles and doubt (e.g., questioning about or turning anger toward God) [23]. A meta-analytic review linked positive spiritual coping with positive outcomes and negative coping with negative outcomes [24]. In an earlier study of our sample, we found similar associations between the two styles of religious coping and short-term postoperative adjustment to cardiac surgery (e.g., those with positive religious coping had less negative affect one month postoperatively, and those with negative religious coping had more negative affect). However, only positive spiritual coping mediated the indirect effect of general religious involvement on negative affect [25]. Accordingly, we hypothesized that religious/spiritual coping measured before the operation would predict the postoperative experience of divine love, and that positive and negative coping styles would influence the experience of divine love in opposite directions. Furthermore, according to a 17th century rabbi, “Prayer is God’s gift of love” [26, 27]. Based on data demonstrating that lower levels of negative affect were associated with using prayer for coping [20], we also hypothesized that preoperative use of prayer for coping would predict postoperative perception of divine love.

Our second research question addressed the possible mechanism for our hypothesized effect of religious/spiritual coping [28]. According to Baron and Kenny [29], if the effect of predictors on outcomes vanishes to zero after controlling for the correlated mediator, then the latter factors explain the indirect effect of the former predictors. Spiritual connectedness has been taken as a component in various concepts of spirituality [7, 30] or as the key of its definition. According to Pargament [31, page 34], deep connection with the sacred is at the core of understanding faith-based life [31, page 34]. In this light, we expected that cardiac surgery patients who used religious/spiritual coping preoperatively would be more likely to perceive spiritual connectedness postoperatively, and this connectedness might, in turn, influence the affective spiritual growth at the followup. To assess the possible mediating influence of latent spiritual connectedness, Ai et al. [19, 32] developed a scale, termed “perceived spiritual support,” to measure the perception of multifaceted support from “a deep connection with a higher power or a spiritual relationship in a faith” [19, 32]. In samples of nonmedical subjects, perceived spiritual support was shown to mediate the effect of faith and prayer coping on such positive outcomes as optimism and posttraumatic growth (PTG) [19, 32]. Accordingly, we hypothesized that the postoperatively perceived spiritual support would mediate or explain the hypothesized effect of preoperative religious/spiritual coping on divine love.

2. Method

2.1. Procedures. The study was conducted at the Heart Center of the University of Michigan Health Systems (UMHS, Ann Arbor). The Section of Cardiac Surgery, UMHS, is a
specialty center for valve surgery in heart failure management with many severe cases referred from other hospital settings. The patient pool thus contains more advanced heart conditions, especially congestive heart failure (CHF), than would be found in typical surgery units. Participants were a convenience sample of patients who completed a mailed survey 30 months after surviving nonurgent and nontransplant cardiac surgery at the University of Michigan’s Medical Center (UMMC). Cardiac data were obtained from the Society of Thoracic Surgeons’ (STS) national database.

For the previous short-term, three-wave survey, cardiac surgeons delivered the information package about this study [26, 27]. Participating patients consented to three sequential surgeons delivered the information package about this study from the STS national Medical Center. Cardiac data were obtained mailed survey 30 months after surviving nonurgent and than would be found in typical surgery units. Participants heart conditions, especially congestive heart failure (CHF), settings. The patient pool thus contains more advanced ment with many severe cases referred from other hospital.

For the previous short-term, three-wave survey, cardiac surgeons delivered the information package about this study [26, 27]. Participating patients consented to three sequential interviews. The first wave of interviews was conducted by trained interviewers and assessed demographics, religious affiliation, religiousness, medical comorbidities, and mental health symptoms (depression) two weeks before surgery. The second wave via telephone assessed psychosocial protectors (optimism, hope, and social support) and religious coping styles approximately 48 hours before surgery.

The current study reports results from the additional contact at 30 months postoperatively with the 335 patients who survived surgery and also responded to this request for long-term followup [20]. This third contact was a new study supported by a different grant. Attrition at this long-term followup was mostly due to mortality, outdated contact information, or patient refusal to participate. A computerized double-entry system was used for data entry to ensure high quality.

2.2. The Sample. Eligibility criteria for the initial sample were as follows (a) aged 35 years or older; (b) scheduled for admission for nonemergency, nontransplant cardiac surgery (e.g., coronary artery bypass grafting (CABG), aneurysm repair, and valve repair/replacement), requiring cardiopulmonary bypass; (c) able to speak and understand English; (d) cognitively and physically capable of providing informed consent.

The details of the initial sample, recruited for the previous the survey, including percentages of religious involvement, were reported elsewhere [2]. For demographics, the majority were male (60%), white (92%), and married with spouse present (76%). Average age was 62 years (SD = 11.7, range, 35–85). Among patients who were asked a question concerning whether or not they had their affairs in order one-month postoperatively, 273 (81%) answered affirmatively [33]. Respondents who indicated “yes” to having their affairs in order were given the opportunity to specify the type of arrangements. Among the 355 participants who provided open-ended answers, the majority (65%) indicated that they had a legal document such as a will, a trust, and/or living will. But, only a small number noted that they had provided instructions to family members (5%) or specified funeral arrangements (3%). A few respondents (7%) specified spiritual arrangements, such as “asked for certain Bible messages to be read at funeral,” “peace with myself and God,” or “blessed prior to surgery.”

2.3. Baseline Cardiac Health. Cardiac and surgical data were retrieved from the STS database. For this subsequent analysis, left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) was used to measure preoperative cardiac function. LVEFs were derived from preoperative catheterization and angiography, indicating the percentage of blood emptied from the ventricle at the end of cardiac contraction. In this sample, the mean value was 51.56% (SD = 14.20). New York Heart Association (NYHA) Classification ranks the extent of heart failure from I (no limitation of ordinary activity) to IV (severe symptoms even at rest, mostly bedbound). For this sample, the highest level for each patient was recorded with the following distribution: Level I = 39.3%, II = 34.7%, III = 23.7%, IV = 1.5% [20].

2.4. Preoperative Psychosocial Measures. Demographics included age (years), gender (male, female), race (white, other), and marital status (married with spouse present or living with significant other, and other).

Preoperative Depression was assessed with the 20-item Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES-D) [34] with individual items scored on a 4-level Likert scale (M = 11.84, SD = 9.10, α = .88).

Perceived Social Support was assessed with the 12-item Multidimensional Scale of Perceived Social Support (MSPSS) [35], measuring perceived support from family, friends, and significant others, with individual items scored on a 4-level scale (M = 61.54, SD = 8.59, α = .89).

Optimism was assessed with the 12-item Life Orientation Test (LOT) [36]. Patients were asked about the extent to which they agree with each statement in the prior month on a 5-level scale (preoperative: M = 22.19, SD = 4.46, α = .73).

Hope was assessed with the 12-item Hope scale [37], which asks participants to report how they felt about each statement in the prior month on a 5-level scale (preoperative: M = 31.06, SD = 4.31, α = .81).

Religiousness was assessed with the 11-item Religiosity Scale [38] which measures: public religiosity (M = 11.28, SD = 4.60, α = .87), private religiosity (M = 10.06, SD = 3.86, α = .78), and subjective religiosity (M = 5.98, SD = 1.71, α = .88).

Prayer coping was assessed with the 3-item Using Private Prayer for Coping index [39]. Patients were asked the extent to which they agreed with each of the following statements: (a) “Prayer is important in my life”; (b) “Prayer does not help me to cope with difficulties and stress in my life” (reverse-scored); and (c) “I will use private prayer to cope with difficulties and stress associated with my cardiac surgery.”

All questions were scored on a 4-level scale (M = 9.97, SD = 2.44, α = .89).

Religious/Spiritual Coping styles was assessed with the 14-item Brief Religious/Spiritual Coping Scale (R-Cope) [40], with seven items each for positive and negative styles. Patients responded to these items in terms of how they generally coped with stressors rather than with respect to the operation or heart disease. Thus, religious coping was assessed as a dispositional or coping style variable rather than a situation-specific construct. Examples of positive coping include forgiveness, seeking spiritual support, collaborative
religious coping, spiritual connection, and benevolent religious reappraisal (e.g., “Asked forgiveness for my sins,” M = 11.69, SD = 6.45, α = .93). Examples of negative coping include spiritual discontent, punishing God reappraisals, interpersonal religious discontent, and demonic reappraisal (e.g., “Questioned the power of God,” M = 1.12, SD = 2.30, α = .83).

Perceived spiritual support was assessed with the 12-item Spiritual Support Scale (SSS) [32], assessing spiritual relationships in diverse beliefs (e.g., “I have been inspired by my religious or spiritual faith in the face of distress”). To be more inclusive, we instructed our respondents to replace God with appropriate terms in their faiths. Respondents stated on a 4-level scale concerning each statement following cardiac surgery (M = 41.57, SD = 14.25, α = .98).

Divine love was assessed with the 4-item subscale of the Sorokin Multidimensional Inventory of Love [18], assessing religious love (e.g., “I feel loved by God,” “God’s love is eternal”). Respondents stated on a 5-level scale concerning each statement at the long-term followup (M = 16.24, SD = 4.18, α = .97).

2.5. Statistical Analysis. To test our hypotheses, we conducted serial hierarchical regression analyses following preplanned steps. First, bivariate correlation analyses were conducted using SPSS-18 to determine univariate associations between variables of major interests (including controls) and the outcome (divine love). We then estimated the direct effect of religious/spiritual coping on divine love, controlling for other relevant predictors (e.g., demographics, baseline cardiac health, negative affect, optimistic expectations, and social support). Finally, perceived spiritual support as the mediator was entered at the final step. Predictors were entered into the equation following the predetermined five steps: (1) demographics, (2) baseline cardiac health, (3) self-reported medical comorbidities, psychological symptoms (depression or anxiety), and protectors (optimism, hope, and social support), (4) major religious factors (three-factor religiousness, use of prayer for coping, sense of reverence, and religious/spiritual coping), and (5) a mediator at followup (perceived spiritual support). All tests were two-tailed with significance set at P < .05. Collinearity statistics were inspected, using a conservative value of variance inflation factors (VIF) of 4.

3. Results

The zero-order correlations of predictors with the outcome show that divine love at the long-term followup was significantly correlated positively with female gender (P < .001) and negatively with LVEF (P < .05). None of the other factors had significant correlations (e.g., demographics, health and mental health related risk, or protective factors). Of the variables of major interest, not surprisingly, all faith factors except negative spiritual coping were correlated with divine love (Ps < .001).

Results from hierarchical regression analyses predicting perceived love at followup are presented in Table 1. The main effects of preoperative predictors were estimated following the preplanned five steps. The Step 1 model involving demographics accounted for only 5.8% of the variance but was statistically significant. Only gender was a significant predictor of divine love (P < .01), and female patients were more likely to perceive love than their male counterparts.

Step 2 included LVEF and NYHA classification. It was also statistically significant, accounting for an additional 3.2% of the variance. The effect of gender found in Step 1 persisted, and LVEF was inversely associated with divine love (P < .05). This indicates that the sickest patients with lower LVEF perceived greater divine love than healthier patients with higher LVEF.

In Step 3, the influence of gender and LVEF on divine love persisted after expanding the model to include preoperative risk and protective factors. No new variables (i.e., self-reported medical comorbidities, preoperative depression, optimism, hope, and social support) were found to be related to divine love. Although the model explained an additional 2.1% of the variance, this change was not statistically significant.

Step 4 expanded the model to include the variables assessing religiousness. This step was statistically significant, explaining an additional 27.2% of the variance. The previously described influence of LVEF remained significant, but the gender effect size was completely eliminated. Among all the new variables, only the positive spiritual coping style was associated with divine love (P < .05). The three factors of religiousness (private, subjective, and public), negative spiritual coping, reverence, and using prayer for coping were each unrelated to divine love. Patients reporting positive spiritual coping styles perceived greater divine love at followup.

In the fifth and final step, perceived spiritual support at followup was entered in the equation to determine if it mediated any of the previous predictors. This addition explained an additional 23.9% of the variance. As expected, perceived spiritual support was positively associated with divine love, indicating that those with higher levels of spiritual support also reported higher levels of divine love. Perceived spiritual support completely eliminated the previously observed influences of both positive spiritual coping and LVEF. No other variables emerged as a predictor. Thus, the effects of positive spiritual coping on divine love appear to be mediated by perceived spiritual support. The model was significant, accounting for 62.2% of the variance (F(21, N = 200) = 12.32, P < .001, R² = .622).

4. Discussion

The present study examines how preoperative faith factors predict the postoperative perception of divine love at long-term followup for patients surviving life-altering cardiac surgery. Consistent with our first hypothesis, our data demonstrate that preoperative positive religious/spiritual coping does predict greater levels of experiencing divine love at 30 months after surgery. While an earlier report on this followup found that prayer coping predicted less
negative affect (depression, anxiety) [20], this analysis did not associate this coping strategy with greater positive affect (divine love). Despite the absence of effects from other faith factors, our findings add to the existing data regarding the effect of positive religious coping on a new positive outcome, divine love [4, 6, 7, 13, 14] among cardiac-surgery patients who have faced existential issues [2]. In fact, this study may be the first of its kind to use divine love as an indicator of affective spiritual growth or transformation for survival experiences in aging-related severe diseases. Clinically, what remains to be tested is if experiencing divine love is associated with positive physical recovery over time, as demonstrated in other cross-sectional studies [4, 13, 15].

Unlike the associated pattern between two coping styles and negative affect, as shown in short-term recovery [26, 27], the present study did not support the expected opposite influence of negative religious/spiritual coping on experiencing less divine love. This difference might suggest that, as a positive spiritual affect, divine love is not merely the inverse of negative affect. Unlike the concept of people’s love described in positive psychology [3, 15, page 30], that of divine love, as explicitly noted in the measure [18], highlights its unconditional or unlimited nature [9, 14]. Divine love is based on an underpinning spiritual outlook in a faith of the divinity, be it God or other Higher Powers [41], which transcends time, space, and human conditions, including the threats of human crises and mortality. In other words, its presence is not conditioned on factors in the physical dimension of life, which often affect or test the quality or quantity of interpersonal love (e.g., presence or fatality of persons involved, health status or resources in the loving context). The conviction of divine love thus can be uniquely reassuring to and existentially meaningful for middle-life and older patients after their survival of cardiac surgery.

Supporting our second hypothesis, postoperatively perceived spiritual support [32] appears to mediate the role of positive religious/spiritual coping on experiencing divine love at followup. Cardiac surgery patients who report positive coping strategies seem to perceive greater levels of spiritual support and greater levels of divine love, and perceived spiritual support seems to mediate the effect of positive religious/spiritual coping on perceived divine love. The finding thus replicate the mediating role of spiritual support in cross-sectional and prospective data from nonmedical settings, such as natural disasters (e.g., Hurricane Katrina; A.L.A., unpublished data, 2010) or political conflicts (e.g., 9/11 terrorist attacks) [19].

A sense
of deep connectedness refers to the profound relationship with the divine or transcendent that bestow meanings to life [19]. As can be seen as one indicator of this latent spiritual connection, the perceived spiritual support scale essentially measures its resourceful nature, referring to the moment of assessment [19, 32].

In general, all these studies have lent further support for the deep connection with the sacred as the key to understanding the core religious life [31, page 34]. The present study, however, shows that perceived spiritual support may particularly reflect cardiac patients’ attribution of their survival as the divine’s supportive response to their spiritual coping practice, and, as such, it may mediate the effects of that meaningful action on health-related psychological outcomes. Interestingly, the mediating role of perceived spiritual support here is similar to that of social support in both cardiac patients [25] and nonmedial subjects in crisis [19]. Because perceived spiritual support is conceptually different from divine love, it also deserves more quantitative and qualitative investigation in order to better understand its role in the decision making for managing life-changing medical events such as open heart surgery (A.L.A., unpublished data, 2010) [19, 42].

Finally, our analysis found that the positive effect of female gender on perceived divine love vanished when faith factors were added into the equation. This is not entirely surprising because substantial research has repeatedly demonstrated that women score higher than men on most measures of religiousness [43]. Therefore, the initially observed “gender effect” on divine love is likely to be mediated by women’s higher levels of religious and spiritual involvement than men. The disappearance of the initial and unexpected impact of low LVEF on experiencing divine love is perhaps more interesting; this vanishing effect did not occur after entry of other faith factors but present at the presence of perceived spiritual support. Indeed, Park et al. [44] found that many scales of faith-related measures, even well validated, were correlated; still, they exerted differential influences on psychological outcomes of cardiac patients. Our previous report has found no correlation between faith factors and this cardiac index [20]; an initial association of LVEF with divine love is thus spurious.

As noted, this study has its limitations, including a convenience sample, racial and religious homogeneity, and attrition of the sample at followup that adds selective bias to healthier and relatively younger survivors [20]. We did not measure divine love preoperatively, nor perceived spiritual support, because both scales had not been created when the study was initiated. Further research may examine how these constructs change over time in other prospective cohorts. Given the central role of love in monotheist religions, divine love, positive spiritual coping, and perceived spiritual support could share this component in assessing faith-related actions, perceptions, and affective experience, despite distinct conceptual frameworks. The same may be true for other measures of religious involvement (e.g., attending service was, in part, for experiencing the divine). Clearly, these factors were correlated in this sample [20] and so were other faith measures in Park et al.’s [44] study. The issue of commonality warrants future theoretical and empirical study for more conceptual clarity.

Still, the present study contributes to aging and cardiac health literature by examining complexly related concepts important to the spirituality or existential meaning in life of patients surviving cardiac surgery. Although the primary outcome of cardiac surgery is properly focused on cardiac physiology, the recent emphasis on patient-centered or “whole person” medicine insists that cardiac physiology is not the only relevant outcome of cardiac surgery. Indeed, the data discussed here suggest that spiritual growth may be an outcome of cardiac surgery relevant to many patients. As such, health care providers may wish to investigate ways to support patients’ spiritual growth in the postoperative period, and this will require better understanding of the pre- and postoperative traits and coping behaviors associated with spiritual growth. Further empirical exploration of divine love in medical contexts may be of major interest for both patients of advanced illnesses and care providers. Given the meaning-laden implications in these concepts, divine love and perceived spiritual support deserve further exploration in research on aging, perhaps especially in the setting of research on PWB after life-changing medical events.
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